Getting to guanine: mechanism and dynamics of charge separation and charge recombination in DNA revisited.
The mechanism and dynamics of charge separation and charge recombination in synthetic DNA hairpins possessing a stilbenedicarboxamide linker and a single guanine-cytosine base pair have been reinvestigated. The combination of femtosecond broad-band pump probe spectroscopy, nanosecond transient absorption experiments, and picosecond fluorescence decay measurements permits analysis of the formation and decay of the stilbene anion radical. Reversible hole injection resulting in the formation of the stilbene-adenine contact radical ion pair is found to occur on the picosecond time scale. The mechanism for charge separation across two or more base pairs is revised from single step superexchange to a multi-step process: hole injection followed by hole transport and hole trapping. The mechanism of charge recombination remains assigned to a superexchange process.